is article provides an overview of the genre of "commentary" in ancient Greece.
Introduction
For our modern literary standards, the "commentary" is a quite well defined genre-category, both in formal and functional terms: commentaries explain other texts considered "canonical" for a particular discipline (function) and they discuss the text following the order in which it is written, from the beginning to the end (form). However, such a definition may be inadequate from the functional point of view: commentaries are not the only works that explain a text: other genres, like lexica or monographs on particular authors, also aim at clarifying texts. is ambiguity in the definition becomes even more of an issue when discussing Greek commentaries: Greek scholarly genres are much less differentiated in their content-at least for us-, because of the peculiar history and development of Greek scholarship. In fact, we can define rather precisely how an ancient commentary (hypomnema) looked like physically (form), but its content (function) is not easy to distinguish from the content of other scholarly products. Hence, even if technically speaking only hypomnemata are real commentaries, a survey conceived from a comparative perspective needs to include other texts "commenting on" canonical authors in order to have a sufficiently complete picture of what Greek commentators were doing. For this reason, I will distinguish here between a specific product with specific formal characteristics (the commentary or hypomnema in Greek) and the function of commenting upon canonical texts (which is common to many scholarly products).
In what follows, I will first give a very brief overview of Greek scholarship and, above all, I will discuss its sources and the issues that modern scholars have to face when dealing with them ( §1). en I will introduce some important commentaries and sources which will be used as examples in this survey ( §2). e core of the paper will have two main sections. In the first ( § §3-4), I will briefly describe the physical appearance of a real commentary (hypomnema) in antiquity. As I have explained, we can certainly define a hypomnema from a formal point of view, and we have enough examples from papyri to be able to identify some general characteristics of Greek "commentaries" in the Hellenistic and Roman periods.
en ( § §5-7), I will survey some of the most important contents of ancient exegesis; the examples will be taken from the hypomnemata on papyrus, and from the other exegetical texts mentioned in §2. Given the nature of the present volume, I will concentrate on Homeric scholarship, since the Homeric poems are the closest parallel to the sacred texts of the Jews and of the Near East; moreover, it is also the field for which we have most material. However, examples of commentaries on other authors will be also mentioned in order to give a more complete picture of the genre of commentaries in ancient Greece.
Greek Scholarship and Its Sources
e need of privileging the content/function of texts rather than focusing on the specific genre of commentary arises from the peculiar historical development of Greek scholarship and from the sources at our disposal. e beginning of scholarship in Greece 1 occurs rather early and concerns the most important Greek author: Homer. e need for "explanations" in Homer was due to the fact that Homer's poetry, which was at the basis of Greek education, was written in an artificial language that was Ionic-based but with elements of other dialects (especially Aeolic and Attic); moreover, Homeric language had many archaic formations. As a consequence, Homeric poems sounded odd and were difficult for Greeks of the classical period to interpret; therefore, among the first forms of exegesis to be developed there was glossography: the translation of Homeric words into "modern" Greek. e first testimony of such an activity derives from a fragment of the Banqueters of Aristophanes, in which a father asks his son to explain !"#$%& '()**+, to him.
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Homeric poems also presented another problem: their gods behaved very much like humans and showed an almost complete lack of moral standards. When philosophical and ethical thinking started to develop in the sixth century B.C.E., thinkers like Xenophanes questioned the Homeric depiction of the gods (21, frgs. B 11-12 D-K). To "save" Homer from accusations of immorality, the Greeks developed a specific tool: the allegorical exegesis, whose first representative is eagenes of Rhegium (middle of the sixth century B.C.E.). If glossography and allegory are the earliest forms of scholarship on Homer, Greek scholarship becomes a fully developed discipline with Aristotle (fourth century B.C.E.) and then, above all, with the foundation and development of the Library and the Museum of Alexandria (third-second centuries B.C.E.). is is the time of the great grammarians, including Zenodotus of Ephesus, 1 As an introduction to Greek scholarship, R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968 ) is still standard (though sometimes outdated); see more recently N. G. Wilson, "Scholiasts and Commentators," GRBS 47 (2007): 39-70. 2 Aristoph., fr. 233 PCG: [A] -$./ *+0*+/ 1' 2& (34%5 !"#$%& 6"%7 '(8**+/· *9 :+(%;<, :=$&">+ (Il. 9.241); / . . . *9 :+(%;<' ?"@5A5B :C$A5+ (Od. 10.521,536, 11.29,49) ; / [D] E "F5 %G5 <=/, 6"./ 1' %H*%/ ?1@(I./ I$+<C*JK *9 :+(%;<,5 L10%&/ (Solon; cf. Eust. 1158.20) ; / . . . *9 -%*'6<*75 M-N@,5 (Solon; cf. Hsch. > 466); "A: so in addition to these ones (i.e. prob. glosses) now tell me some Aristophanes of Byzantium, and Aristarchus of Samothrace, who produced editions, commentaries and exegetical works on archaic and classical authors. Another important center was Pergamum with scholars such as Crates of Mallus and his pupil Zenodotus of Mallus, who, around the same period, combined the standard philological interests with allegorical readings that were also influenced by Stoic philosophy. Alexandrian and Pergamean scholarships continued to thrive during the Roman period and expanded in the Mediterranean reaching Rome and beyond; commentaries and other exegetical works were then continuously produced into the Byzantine period when scribes and erudition played a fundamental role in preserving Greek scholarship.
: From the Beginnings to the End of the Hellenistic Age
One of the main problems in working with Greek scholarship and exegesis is that almost no hypomnemata of the Hellenistic and early Roman period has been preserved in full by direct tradition. ere are only two exceptions: Hipparchus' commentary on Aratus' Phaenomena (second century B.C.E.) and the commentary on the Hippocratic treatise On Joints by Apollonius of Citium (70 B.C.E.); these two texts, however, are very peculiar and not representative of the genre of commentary (see §6). e situation is partially remedied by other sources that more or less indirectly preserve fragments of more ancient commentators. e most direct and important sources are the fragments from papyri preserved either by the dry climate in Egypt and few other places, or because they were carbonized as in Herculaneum. Even if these fragments consist only of a tiny fraction of the original roll, they sometimes preserve significant amounts of text which open a window into the most ancient phase of the genre of the commentary-from the fourth century B.C.E. (with the Derveni papyrus, a commentary on an Orphic theogony; see §7.1) to the third to fourth centuries C.E. e papyrus fragments show how scholarship flourished and developed during the Hellenistic and Roman period: commentaries and exegetical texts were copied and recopied, often excerpted or complemented with additional material. is exegetical content was eventually transcribed in the margins of codices carrying the text of the author commented upon: this way, scholia, marginal annotations in medieval manuscripts, were born.
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Scholia are one of the most important sources for ancient commentaries and commentators; in fact, even if a long time separates scholia from the original Hellenistic or early Roman exegesis, the process of continuous copying and excerpting has often maintained almost literally the content of these notes, as is clear when we compare fragments belonging to different times but strikingly similar in Wortlaut and content.
Ancient grammarians did not produce only commentaries (hypomnemata), but also editions (ekdoseis) of texts, collections of words used by literary authors (lexeis or glossai) as well as monographs on a specific argument (syggrammata). Even though the ancients did distinguish between these different types of texts (and we can too, at least from a formal point of view), their boundaries were easily crossed, as excerpts from texts of different types could be combined in other learned products. erefore, in later scholia we can find material that originally was distributed among syggrammata, hypomnemata and glossaries, and which at a certain point was gathered together to comment on a specific text.
It has now become clear why it is almost impossible to discuss Greek commentaries and at the same time limit the analysis to hypomnemata: first, because we do not have many hypomnemata fully preserved; second, because the main sources for ancient hypomnemata are later texts that collect material also from other exegetical texts like exegetic monographs and lexica in a process of osmosis, which started quite early, among contiguous sub-genres of scholarship; 4 and, third, because issues and topics that CQ 17 (1967): 244-56; idem, "Two Notes on Byzantine Scholarship: e Vienna Dioscorides and the History of Scholia," GRBS 12 (1971): 557-58; K. McNamee, "Missing Links in the Development of Scholia," GRBS 36 (1995): 399-414; eadem, "Another Chapter in the History of Scholia," CQ 48 (1998): 269-88. e "late antiquity" thesis was developed against the old thesis that no scholiastic corpora existed earlier than the Byzantine period (ninth century): see G. Zuntz, Die Aristophanes-Scholien der Papyri (2d ed.; Berlin: Seitz 1975) and, more recently, H. Maehler, "Die Scholien der Papyri in ihrem Verhältnis zu den Scholiencorpora der Hanschriften," in La philologie grecque à l'époque hellénistique et romaine (ed. F. Montanari, Vandoeuvres-Genève: Fondation Hardt, 1994), 95-141. 4 For an overview of the problems involved in the distinction among these genres and the osmotic relationship between them, see G. Arrighetti, "Hypomnemata e scholia: alcuni problemi," Museum Philologum Londiniense 2 (1977): 49-67.
we would consider unique realms of commentaries were often addressed by the Greeks in other exegetical texts.
2. Different Genres "Commenting On" Canonical Authors: Hypomnemata, Glossaries, Syggrammata, and Other Exegetical Texts
In order to survey the content of ancient commentaries and exegesis, it is necessary to examine examples from specific texts. It is impossible here even to list all the fragments of hypomnemata on papyrus.
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I have therefore selected some of the most famous hypomnemata on papyrus with a focus on Homeric scholarship, 6 but also including hypomnemata on authors from Greek poetry, drama, 7 as well as prose. ey are listed in Table 1 (Homeric exegesis) and Table 2 (exegesis on other authors); all the examples of scholarship from papyrus commentaries discussed in the following sections will be taken from those papyri. 8 5 For a survey of hypomnemata on papyrus, see M. Del Fabbro, "Il commentario nella tradizione papiracea," SPap 18 (1979): 69-127. e study is outdated but it has not been superseded so far.
6 For a survey of Homeric commentaries on papyrus, see J. Lundon, "Homeric Commentaries on Papyrus: A Survey," in Ancient Scholarship and Grammar: Archetypes, Concepts and Contexts (ed. S. Matthaios, F. Montanari, and A. Rengakos; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 159-79. 7 On exegetical texts on drama preserved in papyri, see W. . For an analysis of papyri of the Mythographus Homericus with a comparison with scholia and mythographical treatises, see For a survey of these genres, see F. Montanari, "Gli Homerica su papiro: per una distinzione di generi," in Studi di filologia omerica antica II (Pisa: Giardini, 1995), 69-85. 26 Another subcategory of exegetical texts includes the hypotheseis (or diegeseis), the summaries of plots of dramas and of other poems (Homeric poems included).
Another important learned product that "commented" on specific texts or authors was the syggramma, which we generally translate as "monograph." Unlike the hypomnema, a syggramma was not following a text in a linear way, but was focused on a specific topic and analyzed the text (or texts) according to the order followed by the argumentation; still, the content was often very similar to that of a hypomnema. which can be divided in two major categories: the exegetical scholia and the scholia derived from the so-called Viermännerkommentar ("Four-Man Commentary"). e latter (abbreviated VMK) is a compilation of the fifth to sixth centuries C.E. which collected the Homeric work of four scholars: Aristonicus' work on the critical signs used by Aristarchus in his edition of Homer (first century B.C.E.), Didymus' work on Aristarchus' Homeric recension (first century B.C.E.), Herodian's work on Homeric prosody (second century C.E.), and Nicanor's work on Homeric punctuation (second century C.E.). e VMK was excerpted over the centuries, and is preserved in fragments in the Homeric scholia (especially those preserved in the tenth-century manuscript Venetus A), the Byzantine Etymologica and Eustathius' Homeric Commentaries. e scholia and the fragments deriving from the VMK, and especially those deriving from Aristonicus, are the most important sources for Aristarchus' scholarship. 31 e exegetical scholia instead derive from other scholars and commentaries, but their origin is more difficult to determine.
Formal Characteristics of a Hypomnema
Commentaries were supposed to follow a text line by line. Since in antiquity there was no line-or paragraph-numeration, the only way to indicate 30 Cf. Montanari, "Gli Homerica su papiro," 79-81. e Scholia Minora are preserved in papyri, as we have seen; the later medieval corpus of the so-called Scholia D (where D stands for Didymi because they were wrongly believed to derive from Didymus) are also part of this glossagraphical tradition, though they also include mythographical histories (closer to the papyri of the Mythographus Homericus) and hypotheseis. 31 On the VMK, see Erbse, Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem, vol. I, xlv-lix; F. Schironi, I frammenti di Aristarco di Samotracia negli etimologici bizantini: Introduzione, edizione critica e commento (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2004) , 11-14. In this survey, in order not to load the text with too many abbreviations, I have normally omitted to signal the origin of the many scholia I quote. As a rule, all the scholia I refer to as 'Aristarchean' come from Aristonicus (Ariston.), who is considered the most trustworthy witness for Aristarchus' Homeric hypomnemata.
e scholia from Didymus (Did.) are considered fragments only when they quote Aristarchus specifically. I will also refer to exegetical scholia (ex.), especially in § §5.5 and 5.6. which lines were discussed in a commentary (that is: the lemmata) was to repeat those lines, either in full or by the incipit. In the "continuous commentary" the lines were recopied in full and without gaps: in this way, a reader could have avoided the use of a separate edition because both text and commentary were part of the same "book." An example of this type of commentary is P.Oxy. 19.2221 + P.Köln 5.206, where one can read all the lines being commented upon (Nicander's eriaca 377-395) without any need of a separate text of Nicander. However, most of the commentaries do not discuss every single line and, even if they do so, often the involved lines are recalled only by their incipit. As a consequence, to follow this type of commentary, a reader needs also an edition of reference. Since the time of Aristarchus (216-144 B.C.E.) who, as far as we know, was the first to write a commentary, there was a strict connection between commentary (hypomnema) and edition (ekdosis). Such a connection was physically highlighted by the "critical signs" (<A"@h+) which were written both next to the lines of the text in the edition and next to the same lemmata in the commentary. In particular, the most important signs used by Aristarchus on Homer are the obelos (-, for athetesis), 32 the asteriskos (i, for repeated lines), the diple (>, for exegetical notes), and the diple periestigmene (>:, to argue against his predecessor Zenodotus). Many of these signs, as well as other signs of different shape and uncertain meaning are found in papyri containing texts (ekdoseis) of literary authors.
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In hypomnemata on papyrus we often find signs very similar to those mentioned above, but which were not linked to any edition of reference, like the diplai that mark each lemma in P.Berol. inv. 9782. ese signs are called "lectional signs" to distinguish them from the Alexandrian "critical signs"; their usual function was simply to help the readers to distinguish the various portions of the commentary (lemmata, explanations, sections within the same explanation).
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Real critical signs are present in P.Oxy. 8.1086, which has diplai and obeloi before some (but not all) lemmata and they seem to have been strictly connected 32 To athetize a line meant to mark that line as suspicious (with an obelos) without physically removing it from the edition. See below at §5.4. 33 On critical signs in papyri, see K. McNamee, Sigla and Select Marginalia in Greek Literary Papyri (Brussels: Fondation Égyptologique Reine Élisabeth, 1992) . 34 Other examples of "lectional signs" never placed in connection with the ekdosis but only used in the hypomnema include the slashes (/) of unknown meaning in P.Oxy. 53.3710, or the dotted obelos (!), probably used to mark the different sections of the commentary in P. Flor. 2.112. with an ekdosis now lost. 35 Moreover, scholia (deriving from earlier hypomnemata) do mention the presence of <A"@h+ in ekdoseis and explain the reason why they were used. Critical signs then became a staple of ancient exegesis and were used for Greek and Latin authors, as well as by Origen who used them in his edition of the Bible.
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In hypomnemata on papyrus, even in the absence of critical signs, lemmata are most often marked off from the explanations either by a blank space, or by a paragraphos, which is a line under the lemma extending onto the left margin (-), sometimes with a forked tail on the left-hand side ("). Lemmata are also often set in reverse indentation (ekthesis). All these devices (which can be used together in the same hypomnemata) make it visually easy to find a lemma or a new entry in the column.
Language and Style of Hypomnemata
Commentaries can be written in a rather cursive hand, but we have also commentaries written in literary hands like P.Oxy. 53.3710, copied by a professional scribe active in Oxyrhynchus. In hypomnemata abbreviations and short-hands are frequent: they are used for forms of the verb "to be," for the names of famous scholars repeatedly quoted, or for the catch-word "search" (jA for jk*@,), which invited the reader to "look" at another passage to find additional explanations on a certain topic (our "see" or "cf."). Explanations tend to be extremely concise, sometimes even obscureoften because of the presence of stock formulas: l*, (standing for *. <A"@h%5 l*,, "the critical sign is placed here because") introduces the explanation after the lemma; ?5*7 *%;, "instead of," introduces the translation of a difficult word or a paraphrase; -$a/ with accusative means either "with reference to" (a specific question) or "against" (followed by the name of a scholar against whom the commentator argues: e.g., -$./ mA5a1%*%5, l*, . . ., "against Zenodotus, because . . .," as we often read in the Aristarchean scholia). In addition, words are used with a technical meaning that is often 35 Other examples of Homeric hypomnemata with critical signs referring to the ekdosis are quoted by Lundon, "Homeric Commentaries on Papyrus," 174 n. 85. different from the common one, like (+">^5@*+,, "it is used," to indicate linguistic usages, or -@$,<<a/, "superfluous," when referred to a line "which is not necessary" in that passage (see §5.4), or %n%5 corresponding to our "e.g.," "for example." In commentaries, we often find quotations of sources, authorities and other scholars who support a certain idea or, on the contrary, against whom the commentator is arguing. Typically, these quotations are introduced with o/ + name of the scholar + (IA<e5/(p'@,). Sometimes these authorities are left anonymous, and referred to by the vague terms q5,%, or *,5p/. Alternative explanations are introduced by the adverb r((J/. 
Content of Commentaries
Ancient critics were concerned with many different aspects of a text, from very basic issues, like simple understanding of the phrasing, to more complex problems, like discussing different variants, questions of authenticity and various types of exegetical questions (e.g., references to myths, geographical and historical questions, etc.) up to the discussion of poetics and aesthetic judgment of the poems themselves. In what follows, I will review some of the topics of greatest interest for ancient commentators. e examples (with a focus on Homer) will be taken from the hypomnemata on papyrus which I surveyed above, as well as from later scholia, to show how similar and connected this diverse material is.
Intralingual Translations: Glossai and Paraphrases
e first step towards the appreciation of a poem is the correct understanding of its sense. In order to do that, the most basic operation is that of "translating" unusual poetic words into more common ones. is is technically called "intralingual translation" 38 and is one of the most important activities when reading authors who use an archaic language rich in poetic terms. Homer presented this type of difficulty because his language is an artificial Kunstsprache with a mixture of different dialects and of different chronological strata. e problem with Homeric language was even more urgent because Homer was the text from which students learned to read and write.
e (Il. 2.784) : 'w/ r$+ *()5)' %x*J/ *%N*(J5). '"p'+' ?5*7 *%y ;y "@'^(J/. '<*@5+_ej@*%' ?5*7 *%; q<|*@5@5, *), -+cA*,:), ?5*7 *%; 65@$'A*,:%;. E 1F (a'%/ %x*J/, *%N*(J5) b-. *%h/ | -%<<75 "@'^(J/ q<*@5@5 z '{.
So the earth groaned greatly under their feet
('she groaned'), that is, the passive instead of the active form. is is the meaning: 'under their feet the earth groaned greatly.' is operation is much more common in commentaries than what we might think: even the great Alexandrian Aristarchus often limits his comments to a paraphrase line by line, as in his note on Il. 5.863-864: Q|A 1' 6: 5@I3J5 6$@>@55v I+95@*+, ?v$ / :+0"+*%/ 64 ?53"%,% 1&<+3%/ M$5&"35%,% ("As a black mist appears from the clouds / when a stormy wind is stirred after the heat"), which he paraphrased as follows (Schol. Il. 5.864) : "with reference to the contorted sequence: [instead of ] %|+ I+e5@*+, ?v$ 6: 5@IpJ5 1&<+p%/ ?5p"%& M$5&"p5%& 6: :+N"+*%/." When comparing the two phrasings, it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Homer's words and Aristarchus' rewording, as this outline shows:
Homer %|A 1' 6: 5@I3J5 (6$@>@55v) I+95@*+, ?v$ / :+0"+*%/ 64 ?53"%,% 1&<+3%/ M$5&"35%,% Aristarchus %|+ I+e5@*+, ?v$ 6: 5@IpJ5 1&<+p%/ ?5p"%& M$5&"p5%& 6: :+N"+*%/ In this example, Aristarchus rephrases the Homeric poetical word-order into a more straightforward one. He translates the Ionic %|A into the Koine %|+, turns the Homeric anastrophe :+0"+*%/ 64 into the more regular 6: :+N"+*%/, and substitutes the Ionic genitives ?53"%,% and M$5&"35%,% into the corresponding Koine genitives ?5p"%& and M$5&"p5%&. A Koine speaker can fully understand the difficult Homeric phrasing once it has been rephrased in this way.
e continuous analysis of Homeric language allows a scholar to single out Homeric morphological and syntactical peculiarities. Commentators often note that a certain form or syntactic construction is typical of Homer: for instance, Homer usually omits prepositions-that is, he uses simple cases without prepositions (contrary to what is common in Koine)-and this is often noticed in hypomnemata on papyri (e.g., P.Oxy. 2.221, vi 12-13, and P.Oxy. 8.1086, iii 83) as well as in scholia derived from Aristarchus' hypomnema (e.g., Schol. Il. 1.65b; 1.111; 4.244b; 5.6b; 5.222b) . Similarly, in Homer the case "changes" (-*)<,/ 65#((+:*+,: e.g., Schol. Il. 9.632b; 10.35a; 10.298b; 14.218; 15.462; e.g., in P. Oxy. 8.1086, iii 107-108; Schol. Il. 17.242b) in the sense that Homer uses different cases from those used in Koine. Sometimes these morphological or syntactical comments become real "morphological" excursuses like in P.Oxy. 8.1087, i 21-ii 61: here the explanation of (6-,)"^$*&$%/ (Il. 7.76), a nominative of the second declension derived-according to the ancients-from the genitive of the "normal" nominative of the third declension (i.e. is carried out with a long excursus on these type of "derivative nouns" (-+$85&"+), with quotations of similar cases from many literary authors (Pindar, Euripides, Simonides, Archilochus, Antimachus, Eupolis, etc.).
ese observations about morphological and syntactical peculiarities are common in commentaries. ey are important not only because they clarify the morphology or syntax of a passage, but also because they "justify" the author. By labeling the Homeric use as "typical" of Homer, the commentator defends the text and rejects "hyper-corrective" emendations: Homeric phrasing is sound, just different from Koine Greek.
Orthography and Variant Readings
Intralingual translations and paraphrases thus become the basis for the identification of the specific idiolect of an author. By translating Homer word by word, the scholar achieves a complete correspondence between Homeric language and the Koine and can define Homeric language in its own peculiarities.
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Once the Homeric idiolect is defined, a scholar can use it to correct the text when it is problematic, and choose the right variant.
e result of this process represents a second-and very important-kind of information that we can glean from commentaries.
Ancient writing practice made texts particularly difficult to interpret because they were written in scriptio continua, with no division between words, and without any accent or breathings. us instead of (Il. 1.1-3): With such a scribal practice, the first tasks were: 1) deciding where a word ended and the next began; 2) adding accents and breathings, especially in the cases (not rare in Greek) where these diacritics are the only way to distinguish between homographs.
Questions of accentuation are thus extremely common; P.Oxy. 2.221, iii 21-23, for example, discusses the accent of \XZTU[QS: whether it is 65*+;c%, or 65*+&c%h, and quotes the authority of Dionysius rax for the former solution. 46 Similarly, a note about breathings can be used to decide how to divide a scriptio continua and give a particular interpretation to a passage (e.g., P.Oxy. 19.2221 + P.Köln 5.206, i 29-ii 1).
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Etymology is often used to solve problems related to orthography especially for proper 45 e search for linguistic parallels in an author is not limited to Homer; for example, P.Flor. 2.112 highlights parallel expressions used by Aristophanes (in frg. C+D+E, i 16-18, and frg. C, ii [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . 46 Cf. also Schol. Il. 21.122ab (ex.) . 47 Cf. Colonna, "Un antico commento ai eriaca di Nicandro," 21-22.
names or hapax legomena, as in the following case which discusses the vocative ?-*%@-3/ referred to Hera: Even if this question starts as an orthographic problem, the commentatorAristarchus in this case-is able to show that his reading is more suitable because it is more vivid and suggestive (this is the sense of q"I+<,/ in ancient literary criticism). At a higher level of difficulty lies the choice between variant readings. In particular, because of its long oral tradition, the Homeric text was very fluid, as shown by the Ptolemaic papyri of Homer whose text is quite different from the one of our vulgate. 48 e extent to which the Alexandrians proceeded by collecting manuscript evidence and comparing different readings is still debated. Aristarchus, for example, certainly looked at manuscripts when he had a doubt; 49 nonetheless, he often emended the text on the basis of his own linguistic knowledge and of what he considered to be the reading more consistent with Homer's style and linguistic usage. In the scholia derived from Aristarchus' commentaries, the choice for a particular variant is often justified because the reading is "more Homeric" (!"A$,:}*@$%5: e.g., Schol. Il. 2.397a and 3.163a); in other instances, Aristarchus rejects other scholars' readings (often those by Zenodotus) because they are "not Homeric" (e.g., Schol. Il. 2.658 and 8.470a: z (p4,/ %€_ !"A$,:k).
Commentaries can be more reticent: without stating any preference for a specific variant, they can simply mention a variant found "in some copies" (q5 *,<,: e.g., Schol. Il. 7.5a), suggested by "some" (q5%,: e.g., 48 Cf. S. West, e Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer (Köln: Westdeutscher, 1967 Even if Homer is quite an "easy" text to understand in terms of its "content," sometimes readers required some explanation about a myth or the world of the heroes. Mythographical details were often dealt with in the Mythographus Homericus; however, some questions were also discussed at length in hypomnemata because of their difficulty. One problem that greatly interested the exegetes was the fact that Homer's "mythographical universe" was different from that of later poets (the so-called neoteroi A great effort was also made to explain Homeric geography, from the outer cosmos to the plain of Troy. In the scholia we have plenty of discussions about names and populations mentioned in the Homeric poems; a case in point, often discussed in our sources, is the identification of the various Ephyra mentioned by Homer in the Iliad (Il. 2.659, 6.152, 6.210, 13.301, 15.531) and in the Odyssey (Od. 1.259, 2.328). Similarly, P.Oxy. 8.1086, i 2-8, discusses the nature and location of the rivers Peneus and Titaresius mentioned in Il. 2.751-752.
Astronomical references in the poems were also a popular topic; a passing reference to a feast in Od. 20.156, for instance, offers the commentator of P.Oxy. 53.3710, ii 34-iii 19, a chance to dive into a long digression: first, he quotes Aristonicus' opinion that this was a feast of Apollo during the new moon; then, to explain the connection between Apollo and the new moon (because only during new moons solar eclipses can take place) the commentator goes into a long astronomical digression quoting verbatim his authorities: the astronomer Aristarchus of Samos (ca. 280 B.C.E.), who himself reported the explanations of ales and of Heraclitus, and a Diodorus who could be Diodorus of Alexandria (first century B.C.E.).
Indeed, sometimes in commentaries we find "exegetic" digressions that seem quite odd to us: for instance, in Il. 21.203 Homer mentions "eels" and "fishes," and in P.Oxy. 2.221, ix 28-x 18, we read a long explanation about the difference between these water creatures, in which the commentator quotes Aristotle as a technical authority.
Another important part of the job of a Homeric commentator was that of discussing jA*k"+*+ or ?-%$e+,, "questions," and find possible (N<@,/, "solutions." mA*k"+*+ were common exegetical problems in the Homeric poems which had become almost an obsession for commentators: Aristotle even wrote a work called Homeric Problems Some authors required more exegetical comments than others. For example, it is paramount that a commentator explains the myths Pindar is alluding to in his poems because the myths he mentions are obscure or often hard to identify with more traditional versions. Mythographical explanations are indeed very common in the hypomnemata and scholia to Pindar: P.Oxy. 31.2536 has several entries (i 1-25) dedicated to explaining the myth of Perseus in Pindar's Pythian 12, and commentators often highlight how Pindar diverges from the usual mythical account (e.g., Schol. Pind. I. 8.57b or Aristarchus in Schol. Pind. O. 6.23a). the lemma of the tragedy commented upon is lost but most likely hinted at a version of this myth.
Others authors that required "special" attention were Aristophanes and all the playwrights of Old Comedy, since their plays were full of references to the fifth-century Athenian politics and daily life as well as to actual people who were the target of comic satire (the so-called :J"t1%N"@5%,). Another element that commentaries on comedy discuss is the source of tragic or lyric parodies (e.g., P.Oxy. 35.2737, frg. 1, i 19-27, quoting the opinions of Aristarchus, Euphronius, and another anonymous scholar).
In commentaries on dramatic texts we find also notes about the performance history of a particular play, like in P.Oxy. 35.2737, frg. 1, ii 10-17, which mentions Eratosthenes' view about the various fortunes of the playwright Plato. is information is often not trustworthy but sometimes it is the only source available (through the scholia) to reconstruct the performance context of a specific play.
Authenticity of Lines and of Texts
A scholar often has to face authenticity issues: whether a text or portion of a text transmitted under the name of a certain author is authentic. Homer in particular raised two specific problems. First, whether or not both the Iliad and the Odyssey were written by him: the "Homeric Question" arose around the time of Aristarchus, who fought against the Chorizontes, anonymous scholars who maintained that the two poems were written by two different poets; in his commentaries Aristarchus often pointed to similarities between the two poems, such as a similar geography (e.g., the debated Ephyra, mentioned both in the Iliad and in the Odyssey), similar "mythic universe" (different from the one of the neoteroi) and similar stylistic features. 53 Cf. Rusten, Dionysius Scytobrachion, 30-48. 54 According to Rusten, Dionysius Scytobrachion, 40-41, this Dionysius is Dionysius Scytobrachion; in particular, the reference would be to his Argonauts. e second important problem which any commentator needed to face when commenting on Homer was the discussion of spurious lines. e Alexandrians were well aware that the text they had was far from being the "original" one, and so they tried to restore it. ey could delete lines completely from their text (as especially Zenodotus did) but they could also choose a more conservative solution: the athetesis, which meant that they marked with a marginal sign (the obelos) the lines that they considered spurious. e athetesis was an operation carried out by Zenodotus, Aristophanes, Aristarchus and many other critics in antiquity. e reasons why a line was suspicious could be written in the hypomnema, and we have many scholia derived from the hypomnemata of Aristarchus which explain why Aristarchus athetized certain lines. One of the most common reasons for an athetesis was inconsistency: the line was in contradiction with what had been already said in the text or was unsuitable for a particular character who had specific characteristics. Also, Aristarchus had problems with lines that he considered "superfluous" (-@$,<<%e) or "not necessary" (%€: ?5+':+h%,). Often there was more than one reason that convinced Aristarchus that a line was not original. An example of an ancient debate about the authenticity of one or more lines is given by Ammonius' commentary preserved in P. Oxy. 2.221, 55 discussing the athetesis of Il. 21.290. In Book 21, when he is attacked by the Scamander, Achilles invokes the help of Zeus (Il. 21.273-283); Athena and Poseidon go down and, disguised as humans, tell him that they have been sent by Zeus and reassure him that he will not meet his fate against the Scamander (Il. 21.284-298).
e problem concerned the first words that Poseidon tells Achilles, when he says: "for among the gods we two are such helpers / with the approval of Zeus, I and Pallas Athena" (ll. 289-290): e athetesis goes back to Aristarchus and this is confirmed by a shorter scholium in the Venetus A.
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In the hypomnema we read that Poseidon should not say "I and Athena," since this will be confusing now that the 56 Schol. Il. 21.290a (Ariston.) mA5./ 6-+,5k<+5*%/ <6'" :+7 V+((B/ ]ck5A>:
?c@*@h*+,, l*, ?-ec+5%5 @L/ ?51$./ "%$Iv5 o"%,J"p5%5 (p'@,5 "6'" :+7 V+((B/ ]ck5A"· *e/ '^$ 6<*,5, %€ "v 5%k<›.
two gods are disguised as humans. e line is thus inconsistent with the context. Moreover, Poseidon does not give any clear sign of his real identity and this is proved by the fact that the Scamander is not deterred from this divine intervention and does not stay his anger . Ammonius also records that Aristarchus' athetesis was argued against by Seleucus, who pointed out that, even without l. 290, the gods give signs that they are divine (at l. 289). Later on, however, Seleucus changed idea and suggested to athetize not only l. 290 but also the following two lines (ll. 291-292) because he found them "superfluous" (-@$,<<%e). As a last piece of information, it is added that these lines were not present in the edition of Crete.
is example allows us to have a sense of the type of content we read in commentaries when the question is about authenticity. e commentator explains why in his view some lines are suspicious; he records other scholars' opinions and even their changes of mind. P.Oxy. 2.221 is certainly a learned work and Ammonius had at his disposal at least Aristarchus' hypomnemata (or excerpts of them) together with two works by Seleucus: Against the Signs of Aristarchus and On Textual Criticism. ese two are syggrammata and, as is clear from this example, they were dealing with exactly the same questions of the hypomnemata of Aristarchus. e later commentator Ammonius, then, uses both hypomnemata and syggrammata to compile his own hypomnema; 57 fragments of this very debate, probably from the same sources, are also preserved in the Scholia Maiora to the same passage.
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Questions of authenticity are also attested for 'less' problematic authors like Plato: for example, the hypomnema in P.Berol. inv. 9782, iii 28-37, discusses two different proems circulating for the eaetetus.
Style and Poetics
Commentaries are also a very good place to discuss the style of a poet. Like lexicon, style is a typical trait of an author: once a scholar has defined the particular style of an author, he can then explain and correct the text, as well as decide issues of authenticity on the basis of stylistic elements. Rhetorical figures and stylistic devices are explained and commented upon. 57 is is also exactly what the commentator of P.Oxy. 37.2812 is doing if he is really excerpting from Apollodorus' On Gods, as we discussed above in at pp. 419-420. 58 In addition to Schol. Il. 21.290a (already mentioned), there is also an exegetical scholium preserving some of this debate : Schol. Il. 21.290b. Sometimes scholars can argue against others on the basis of their ignorance of an author's proper style: for example, P.Oxy. 8.1086, i 11-18, reports a polemic between Aristarchus and the peripatetic Praxiphanes about the "reverse order" constructions in Homer.
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Many stylistic comments are made to clarify obscure points in poems. As in the passage of P.Oxy. 2.221 quoted above, commentators explain that Homer sometimes does not say everything and the reader must assume that events not explicitly described by Homer have happened :+*B *. <,J-}"@5%5, "implicitly" (e.g., Schol. Il. 9.224, 9.698a, 18.356a1.2) .
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Another problem with the organization of material in the poem is that Homer narrates events that happened at the same time as if they happened one after the other (the so-called "Zielinski's law"), a point highlighted by Aristarchus (e.g., Schol. Il. 12.2), the exegetical scholia (e.g., Schol. Il. 22.131), and P.Oxy. 8.1086 (ii 58-60 Similar comments can be found on other authors. Some are more author-specific; Pindar is notoriously obscure and so commentators often highlight the fact that the poet expresses himself through riddles (+L5e**@*+,) hinting at something not expressly said (e.g., Schol. Pind. P. 3.195a and Schol. Pind. I. 5.2a 
e Teachings of the Poet
Homer was always considered the "teacher" of the Greeks par excellence and his texts were at the basis of Greek paideia ("education"). e idea of Homer as the teacher is reflected also in some commentaries: in the exegetical scholia, for example, we often read that Homer teaches (1,1^<:@, 1F E -%,A*k/) some particular skills that often have nothing to do with the content of the poems. So Homer teaches how to arm yourself .2) and how to take care of your armor , but he also teaches proper behavior: to yield to those who are superior (Schol. Il. 1.33), not to get too excited by visions in dreams (Schol. Il. 2.36b) , to drink properly in parties (Schol. Il. 15.95) . He also advises kings not to abuse their power and gives useful advice on horses (P.Oxy. 8.1086, i 31-35). 70 is type of "exegetical" comments is instead missing in the scholia derived from Aristarchus' commentaries: since the goal of poetry according to the Alexandrians was not teaching but entertainment, 71 it was silly to interpret Homer as a "teacher of life."
Commentaries with a Specific Focus
Authors other than Homer sometimes require a specific set of comments. Commentaries on philosophical texts are (perhaps not surprisingly) mostly concerned with the philosophical content of the texts rather than with linguistic explanation or literary analysis. and of the hypomnemata on papyrus to Plato, such as the famous long commentary on the eaetetus in P. Berol. inv. 9782. 73 is is one of the longest hypomnema preserved on a papyrus (595 cm long for 75 columns, almost all preserved) and is also among the most ancient ones: even if the papyrus is dated to the middle of the second century C.E., the commentary itself seems to date back to the first century B.C.E. Despite the many attempts to identify the commentator with a scholar known to us, the author still remains the 'anonymous' commentator of the eaetetus; 74 he probably belonged to Middle Platonism and wrote other commentaries on Platonic dialogues, on the Timaeus (xxxv 10-12), the Phaedo (xlviii 7-11), and the Symposium (lxx 10-12 ).
e physical appearance of P.Berol. inv. 9782 is the same as a classic commentary: long lemmata (covering eaet. 142-158) are signaled by diplai and paragraphoi. 75 e lengthy introduction about the general topic of the dialog-"knowledge" (6-,<*k"A) and what Plato means by it (ii 1-iii 28)-, followed by a discussion about the proem (iii 28-iv 27), seems to indicate that the first four columns were a sort of introduction to the commentary, whose first lemma ( eaet. 142d1-3) comes only at iv 27-31.
Like for Homer, paraphrase remains important because, even if Platonic Greek was a more "modern" form of Greek, it was still much more complex than the Koine, and so it needed explanation. e paraphrases are often quite loose (e.g., xlvii 24-30; xlviii 35-44; liv 14-30), but one case (xxii 24-30) has a word-by-word paraphrase introduced with the technical phrase *. š4{/ 65 *ž (p4@, ("the grammatical sequence verbatim is . . ."). Sometimes we find "intralingual translations" of "glossai" (e.g., xii 16-17: *. *A(,:%;*%5 ?5*7 *%; 5p%5 '5*+; cf. also xlviii 47-xlix 9), but often these translations are specifically geared towards the philosophical interpretation 73 is does not mean that Plato was not edited and commented upon by scholars more interested in philological questions. Indeed, in the medieval corpus of the Platonic scholia L. Cohn, "Untersuchungen über die Quellen der Plato-Scholien," Jahrbücher für classische Philologie, Suppl. 13 (1884): 773-864, distinguished between "die philosophischen Scholien" and "die grammatischen Scholien." On the philological/grammatical commentators of Plato, see F. Schironi, "Plato at Alexandria: Aristophanes, Aristarchus and the 'Philological Tradition' of a Philosopher," CQ 55 (2005): 423-34. 74 Cf. discussion in Sedley, "Commentarium in Platonis eaetetum, Paragraphoi are also used to mark the change of topic within an entry. e diplai here function as lectional signs (not as critical signs). of the passage (e.g., lvi 42-43, about the meaning of 6Ÿ when referred to Socrates' daimon who "does not oppose" Socrates from doing something; or lix 46-49, on the meaning of +OE<cA<,/ in the specific context of eaet. 151a1-3). ere is only one remark on orthography (xii 21-22: @€+''@(@h/, bI' 5 ?5+'5J<*p%5). e main goal is clearly to clarify Plato's doctrine, so most lemmata are taken from Socrates' words and they are put in connection with the other dialogues in order to show that this dialogue is both self-consistent and consistent with the rest of the Platonic doctrine. ere are often polemical stances against other interpreters of the dialogue (ii 11-21) or against the Epicureans and the Stoics (v 3-viii 6; xxii 39-xxiii 12). e commentator also quotes other philosophers to support his own analysis (e.g., xv 16-29; xxiv 30-xxv 29). In addition, there are interesting drawings to accompany or exemplify the mathematical content of certain passages (xxxi, xxxiii 25, xliii). e mathematical explanations in cols. xxvxlv (referring to the famous mathematical passage in eaet. 147d3-148b3) give a sense of what interested the ancients and how they addressed passages which are still debated today. Even if there are some mathematical mistakes, 76 the commentator made an effort to use good sources: for example, in xxx 26-xxxi 22 he uses an argument that slightly modifies an Euclidean proof (El. 2.14), probably because he took it directly from some technical text.
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Sometimes, commentators on "literary" authors show a specific interest, like the famous work of Didymus on Demosthenes' Speeches 9-11 and 13, 78 preserved in P. Berol. inv. 9780. 79 It is a long papyrus (15 columns), with lemmata and quotations from other sources generally (but not always) marked by ekthesis and paragraphoi; the papyrus has also the unusual feature of headings in the upper margin indicating the topic covered in that column. At the end, there is a subscriptio which mentions Didymus as the author of the text; the title On Demosthenes and the content of this text are very difficult to interpret, and scholars have long debated whether this is a 76 See Sedley, "Commentarium in Platonis eaetetum, See Sedley, "Commentarium in Platonis eaetetum," 523-24. 78 Speech 13 for Didymus was Speech 12; thus, the commentary covers the "ancient" Speeches 9-12 (i.e. ird Philippic, Fourth Philippic, Reply to Philip's Letter and On Organization) . 79 is papyrus was found in the same house of Hermoupolis where P.Berol. inv. 9782, the eaetetus commentary, was found; an avid reader with scholarly interests probably lived in the house.
hypomnema or a syggramma. is debate confirms what we have said above about the difficulty to draw a line between these contiguous genres. Even if we find the usual elements of "literary commentaries" like linguistic clarifications through parallels from other authors-like Homer and Aristophanes (xi 22-26) or Sophocles and Aeschylus (xiv 10-14)-and discussions about the classification of Speech 12 within the Demosthenic corpus (xiii) or about stylistic matters (vii 1-2, on hyperbaton), Didymus' main focus is the historical context behind those speeches. In order to achieve his goal, Didymus quotes verbatim many ancient authors (historians, orators, antiquarians, and poets). is abundance of direct quotations without much explanation by Didymus is one of the peculiar features of the commentary, which is more useful as a source for fragments of lost works than as an example of good scholarship. In fact, the commentary is full of historical mistakes and shows a generalized sloppiness.
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Whether this is due to the excerptor or to Didymus himself, it should be a warning about the trustworthiness of ancient commentaries.
Another example of a commentary with a specific focus is P.Amh. 2.12, Aristarchus' hypomnema on Herodotus: even if it is abridged from the original Aristarchean commentary, it clearly shows a specific interest of Aristarchus. As he is in his commentary on Homer, Aristarchus is more interested in the literary qualities of the text, in the explanation of words and phrases, and in drawing parallels with other literary authors (in particular, he compares a passage in Hdt. 1.215.2 to Sophocles' Ποιμένες) rather than in the historical content of Herodotus' work.
Commentaries on Technical Texts
To complete our survey, we need to look at another type of commentaries: the scientific commentary. 81 e Greeks had a long tradition of scientific study and scientific writings, and these texts also needed to be clarified and commented upon. e most important commentaries belonging to technical disciplines are the commentaries on texts of medicine and mathematics/astronomy. 82 Hippocrates interestingly shares some common characteristics with Homer, since he, like Homer, stimulated the birth of lexica devoted to the explanation of his terminology. e first attested lexicon is that by Bacchius of Tanagra (third century B.C.E.), which was epitomized by various physicians-lexicographers; all these lexica are lost except Erotian's (first century C.E.). As far as we can judge from the extant fragments, Bacchius seems to be interested not only in obscure technical words used by Hippocrates, but also in poetic words or in sematic peculiarities; in particular, Bacchius quotes poets (especially Homer) and sometimes also prose authors to explain Hippocrates. 83 e tradition of commentaries on Hippocrates and other medical texts is long, since it started at Alexandria in the Hellenistic period and continued over the centuries. We have anonymous commentaries on papyrus 84 as well as commentaries preserved by direct tradition by many physicians-commentators; the most famous one is certainly Galen, who mixed his scholarly activity as a commentator with that of a scientist. 85 In particular, since in his many treatises and commentaries Galen also engaged himself with the past work of Hippocratic editors and commentators, he is one of best sources for earlier scholarship on Greek medicine. Among the commentaries on the Hippocratic texts, the commentary on the Hippocratic treatise On Joints (V@$7 r$c$J5) by Apollonius of Citium (70 B.C.E.) 86 deserves some attention because it is one of the only two Hellenistic hypomnemata that have reached us by direct tradition.
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Apollonius' commentary is "selective," because it does not comment on the entire text of Hippocrates but rather selects only certain topics: Apollonius discusses surgery and instruments for dislocations, but omits other topics treated in On Joints, like anatomy. An important role in this commentary is played by figures which are paramount to clarify the Hippocratic text; thus, like mathematical treatises (or the hypomnema on the eaetetus in P. Berol. inv. 9782) , this commentary is also "visual." Apollonius also engages in polemics with Bacchius about the interpretation of certain Hippocratic words.
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Like those who commented on medical texts, commentators of Greek mathematics or astronomy were mathematicians and astronomers themselves. e first commentary on Euclid's Elements that we know of was written by Heron (probably first century C.E.), and is lost. Among the most important commentators of mathematical and astronomical texts, Pappus (ca. 320 C.E.) wrote a commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest (only Books 5 and 6 survive) and one on Book 10 of Euclid's Elements, transmitted only in an Arabic translation. Similarly, eon of Alexandria, mathematician and astronomer (ca. 360 C.E.), wrote a commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest in 13 books (most of which is preserved) and two commentaries on Ptolemy's Handy Tables. 88 Some scholars have even challenged the idea that this is a real commentary; see discussion in Roselli, "Tra pratica medica e filologia ippocratica," 220-23. However, even if there is a practical interest in Apollonius' work and he makes a selection from the Hippocratic material, there is no doubt that this is a commentary because it "clarifies" and discusses (with illustrations and words) an authoritative text. 
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e aim of these writings is the explanation of the mathematical content of the text; like the commentary on Hippocrates by Apollonius of Citium, mathematical and astronomical commentaries can be selective, often focusing only on some propositions. Commentators can also set forth alternative demonstrations or corollaries, so that the commentary itself almost becomes a new treatise with original content. Like those for Homer and the other literary authors, many of these commentaries were excerpted and collected again in the scholia to mathematical texts.
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A case per se is represented by Hipparchus' commentary on Aratus' Phaenomena, which, together with the commentary on Hippocrates by Apollonius of Citium, is the only Hellenistic hypomnema transmitted to us by direct tradition. In this work, the professional astronomer Hipparchus of Nicaea (second century B.C.E.) comments on a poetic text: the didactic poem by Aratus. Since Hipparchus' aim is to demonstrate that Aratus' astronomical information (based on Eudoxus) was incorrect, this is a unique example in the Greek world of a 'polemical' commentary: rather than clarifying and "defending" an author, it is aimed at showing his faults and errors. Besides, Hipparchus' polemical commentary also shows the importance that the text of Aratus was gaining: the Phaenomena was so popular that a "real" astronomer felt the need to write a work showing that this poem was wrong and it should not be used as an authoritative text on astronomy.
commentaries on the Handy Tables in connection with astronomical commentaries found in papyri and also with the so-called Babylonian Procedure Texts, see A. Jones. "Uses and Users of Astronomical Commentaries in Antiquity," in Commentaries- Kommentare, For an overview of mathematical commentaries, see F. Acerbi, "Commentari, scolii e annotazioni marginali ai trattati matematici greci," Segno e Testo 10 (2012): forthcoming. 91 For an overview of the manuscript tradition of the scholia to mathematical texts and the problems about them, see F. Acerbi, Il silenzio delle sirene: La matematica greca antica (Roma: Carrocci, 2010), 362-68.
A Long-Lasting Exegetical Legacy
I would like to conclude with analyzing two specific trends among Greek commentators which have left a particular imprint in later exegetical traditions, especially Jewish and Christian exegesis: the allegorical reading and the principle of clarifying an author using the author himself.
Defending One's Author: the Allegorical Reading
Homer, as we have seen, presented a problem: his gods behaved in a very "human," almost immoral, way. From the beginning, commentators tried to "save" Homer by reading the poems "as meaning something different."
is is indeed the meaning suggested by the word "allegory" (?((A'%$e+), although the first term used to indicate this type of exegesis was b-a5%,+, "hidden meaning" of a text. For us, the first to read Homer allegorically was eagenes of Rhegium (middle of the sixth century B.C.E.), whose work is lost. From a fragment (8, frg. 2 D-K), we can conclude that he probably read the battle of the gods in Iliad 20 as an allegory for the battle of cosmic elements; similarly, in a lost monograph entitled On Homer (V@$7 !"k$%&) Metrodorus of Lampsacus (fifth century B.C.E.) read the Homeric heroes as parts of the universe and the gods as parts of the human body (61, frgs. 3-4 D-K).
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We do not have a full commentary which reads the entire Homeric text from an allegorical perspective; however, there are works which select specific episodes of Homer and read them allegorically. e most famous of these works is the Homeric Questions by Heraclitus (end of the first century C.E.?), who opens his work with a programmatic statement: "Homer would commit every sort of impiety if he did not use allegory" (Heracl. HQ §1.1). Heraclitus thus selected some "problematic" episodes in Homer to demonstrate that the gods were not behaving immorally but rather were images for the physical reality.
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In the third century C.E. Works like those of Heraclitus and Porphyry are not technically speaking "commentaries," because they comment on "selected" episodes of the Homeric poems; still, they represent a particular and important exegetical approach to Homer, and for this reason they must be mentioned here. Even if the allegorical reading has often been linked with Stoic philosophy, the situation is more nuanced. Indeed, many allegorists interpreted Homeric gods as personification of Stoic cosmogony and physics, but this does not mean that the Stoics were allegorists. 95 Similarly, scholars from Pergamum-especially Crates of Mallus-were influenced by Stoic cosmology and believed that Homer already knew such cosmology and that he "hinted at" it in his poems by describing the universe as spherical and the earth as a sphere placed in its center. which is influenced by pre-Socratic speculation, especially by the ideas of Anaxagoras and Diogenes of Apollonia.
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In modern analysis, we distinguish between "internal" allegory (when the text is conceived as an allegory by its own author) and "external" allegory (when the text is interpreted allegorically by a commentator independently from the real intention of its author). On the contrary, most of the ancient commentators did not make such a distinction: Heraclitus or the Derveni commentator firmly believed that their authors had "hidden" some deeper meaning into the text and that their duty was to reveal those meanings to the ignorant reader. Some ancient scholars, however, were aware of this distinction: for example, Aristarchus accepted only the internal allegory (which the sources call "rhetorical allegory") 100 while he fought against "external" allegory because it read things beyond the poet's words (cf. Schol. D Il. 5.385: "Aristarchus thinks that what is said by the Poet should be taken as a fiction, according to poetic license, without overinterpreting anything except what the Poet has said").
It is also worth noticing that an allegorical approach to a text does not exclude more philological concerns in a commentary or in a commentator: in the Derveni papyrus, for instance, we find philological remarks that overlap with Aristarchus'; 101 possible method to find it, and so the only legitimate tool an exegete had at his disposal.
No matter how they were justified, allegorical readings played an important role in Greek exegesis and had a huge impact in later Christian circles.
e highly educated Christians who enjoyed Homer could finally find a way to read it without shame. Similarly, Origen and the Christian allegorists used the allegorical method developed by the Greeks to "save" the most embarrassing pieces of the Bible.
Explaining an Author with the Author Himself: e Aristarchean Lesson
"To clarify Homer with Homer" (¡"A$%5 64 !"k$%& <+IA5ej@,5) is a well-known formula to define Aristarchus' critical activity. ese words, however, are nowhere to be found in Aristarchus' fragments but derive from Porphyry, who uses them to define his own way to approach Homer in the "philological" Homeric Questions.
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Even if the phrasing is not original, this easy motto is a very good description of Aristarchus' methodology, at least in two different aspects.
First, if Homer must be clarified with himself, then the commentator is not allowed to force him to say whatever he likes, as the allegorists do. In this sense, "to clarify Homer with Homer" can be seen as opposite to the allegorical method, especially when Aristarchus refuses "external allegory" and the way it forced a meaning upon a text beyond the poet's intention.
Second, Aristarchus can use Homer to clarify Homer for any exegetical question, because he always looks for an answer within the poem itself. e assumption which underlines this principle is that Homeric poetry has internal and rational rules. Since Homer is internally consistent, then any questionable word, phrase, or episode can be explained or rejected using Homeric poetry itself as evidence. For example, as we have seen above, Aristarchus analyzes and determines the characteristics of Homeric language ( §5.1) and style ( §5.5); these characteristics are then used by Aristarchus to correct the text, so that all his analysis remains "within Homer." In particular, if in some passages the meaning of a word is not clear, Aristarchus always tries to find some instances where the context makes the meaning of that word obvious. ese "clarifying" passages are commented upon in the scholia with the adverb <+I)/, "clearly," because that specific passage makes it "clear" that the word at issue has a certain meaning. For example, in Homer -$="%/ is not "king," "chief," as in later authors (e.g., Aeschylus, Ag. 200 and 410, Soph. OC 884), but "fighter of the first row." is becomes clear from two passages in Il. 15 and 22 where the context is "clearly" (<+I)/) a battle and both times the word is referred to Hector who is not a 'king' but always fights in the front line (cf. Schol. Il. 15.293a and Schol. Il. 22.85c) .
is principle became a staple of Greek commentators, not only on literary text. For example, Galen adopts it as a guiding principle in his work on Hippocrates; 104 in particular, he seems to use it exactly according to the two Aristarchean interpretations outlined above. Galen claims that one should interpret an author with the author himself without attributing him anything extraneous based on unjustified assumptions. 105 Furthermore, Galen revives the idea of "internal analysis" of an author, when he says that the interpreters of medical texts should behave like the Homeric scholars who clarify debated Homeric words in a specific passage by looking at other passages where the same word occurs and its meaning is clear.
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Together with allegory, this Aristarchean principle was adopted by Jewish and Christian exegetes and later rephrased by Martin Luther as "Scriptura sui ipsius interpres." 
Conclusions
is survey has highlighted some of the main features of the genre of the commentaries in ancient Greece, from their physical appearance to their content. It has also shown how difficult it is to define such genre because, aside from remnants in papyri and two fully-preserved but not representative Hellenistic commentaries, we have only scholia or lexica that date back to the Byzantine period and are the result of excerpting Hellenistic and late antique commentaries, monographs, and other exegetical material. For this reason, while we can define a commentary (hypomnema) from a formal point of view, when looking for the content of what we now define as a "commentary," we must take into consideration a wider pool of exegetical texts: not only the fragments from the ancient hypomnemata on papyrus but also Scholia Minora, collections of lexeis or paraphrases (for intralingual translations), the Mythographus Homericus (for mythographical questions) and finally later scholia which have incorporated material coming from ancient hypomnemata as well as from these other subgenres. As a consequence, while we can approximately define what interested ancient commentators, it is much more difficult to define the content of specific commentaries going back to specific authors. For example, while among the Scholia Maiora to Homer we can see a difference in interests and Wortlaut between the scholia that derive from the VMK and the exegetical scholia, we cannot recover any of the "original" texts: neither the VMK, nor the original exegetical commentary/-ies. Similarly, P.Oxy. 8.1086 has many entries that sound Aristarchean; however, we cannot say that this papyrus is a copy of Aristarchus' hypomnema, nor even an excerpt of it.
By looking at commentaries on literary authors and at technical commentaries we have found a difference: while the commentator on literary text is a scholar who aims at clarifying and "defending" his author, the commentator on technical texts is often a (later) colleague of the author he is commenting on, and does not sees himself simply as a subservient scholar. As a consequence, the scientific commentator takes more freedom on his author: scientific commentaries are thus selective in the text they 1:276-85. On the influence of Aristarchean scholarship on Jewish biblical exegesis in Alexandria, see also Maren Niehoff in this volume and eadem, Jewish Exegesis and Homeric Scholarship in Alexandria (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
